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INVASION ORGANISATIONS HOME FALTLESSLY AND UNMOLESTED

By, E.A.Montague, Representing the Combined British Press

Italy, September 3rd

Less than seven hours ago British troops landed on the shores of Italy and began
the continental invasion of Europe, yet already here I sit on the Italian shore of "the

Straits/of Messina among scenes which suggest a long established occupation. The troops
which made the original landings before dawn this morning,crossing the Straits under

cover of a tremendous barrage from the Sicilian shore, are already miles away spread-
ing and probing inland through hills and north and south along a coastal strip/
Already guns have been landed to support their advance and anti-tank guns are in

position to cover roads against any counter-attack, while military police are

methodically directing an endless stream of troops and transport into pre-arranged

assembly areas as they issue from the landing ships which loll, like stranded whales

along the beach, "Lucies" those odd, invaluable amphibians, are streaming by

scores across the Straits and driving away up the beaches. The whole huge organisa-

tion is working faultlessly and unmolested.

I spoke too soon, for as I was typing the last sentence there was a roar of

engines overhead, a furious outburst from our anti-aircraft guns on the beach and

landing ships, two explosions shook the house in which I am working and the room was

filled with clouds of dust and sand. Two Messerschmidts had come skimming ever the

hills, dropped two bombs, perhaps fifty yards away from one of cur landing ships and

had fled hurriedly, To the best of my belief these have been the only bombs dropped
on or near cur landing forces-since invasion began.

The original landings were almost unresisted. According to local information the

Germans left this area three days ago and the Italians, whom they left to man the coast

defences, made only token resistance and in many cases none at all.

On this particular beach one machine gun fired a few bursts before the crew came

forward to surrender and in the hills behind it a single field
gun

fire for a short

time till silenced by our artillery on the Sicilian side. There were hardly any mines

or barbed wire. An occasional pillbox elsewhere shewed fight momentarily. But in

many places Italian soldiers left their posts and in the hills to come down

and surrender.

The landing ship on .which I was, came steaming through the Straits at sunrise and

the scene ma e one gasp. The whole sea was covered with our craft, large and small,

down to the "ducks" waddling ponderously along laden down to the gunwales. Empty craft

were hurrying southwards to pick up more men.

The sun was coming up gloriously behind the hills of the Italian mainland and the

whole sea wicked and glittered. There lay our invasion fleet sprawled across this

narrow strip water within easy range of enemy guns. Yet no guns fired except our own,

which dropped an occasional shell among the hills almost lazily; one might have fancied

they wore just holding up a warning finger. Some landing ships r eked easily, with

engines stopped, half mile or s. off-shore, waiting for their turns. Beyond them

lay the Italian coast, a strip f pleasant country with houses and farms surrounded by

orange groves an 1 backed by a continuous line of rugged, hills. It locked as though no

place could have been easier to defend from those hills, but it was undefended.

This dispatch must be ended so that it can go back in the landing ship which

brought me, which is no; returning for more troops and stores. It is not yet midday,

and by nightfall we may have run into stiffen opposition. But so far cur invasion has

been easy.
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